
 

PENNANT BY-LAWS 
(Full Pennant By-Laws see https://wasquash.com.au/pennant-documents/) 
 

Excerpt of WA Squash By-Laws 
 

 

8. Eligibility to Play 
 
8.1 Eligibility of Reserves – (non finals) 

8.1.1 Reserves must be from the same Club as the player being replaced. A player  
 on Player Release is deemed to be from both the Club that is releasing them  
 and any Club that they have been released to. 
8.1.2 If a reserve is required, a player may be replaced by a reserve if that reserves ranking 

does not exceed the replaced players ranking by more than 30 ranking points (Sporty 
HQ). 

8.1.3. Reserves must comply with By-Law 7 (Order within teams). 
8.1.4 No restriction is placed on the number of times a player may reserve in any single 

Team, however matches played as a reserve do not qualify for finals eligibility unless 
such player is both registered and nominated in that team. 

8.1.5 If a Team requires a Reserve, and provided a minimum of three Players (four man 
Team) or two Players (three man Team) are in attendance, any player may play 
twice, providing they comply with 8.1.2. This situation is not permitted during Finals. 

 
 
 
 
8.2 Eligibility to Play in a Final 

8.2.1  To be eligible to play for a Team in a Final, all Team members must have played in at 
least one third of the scheduled fixtures of that team during the season. Team 
members winning by forfeit are credited as having played in that particular round. A 
BYE does not represent a fixture. 

8.2.2  In exceptional circumstances a player not meeting finals eligibility requirements as at 
8.2.1 may be allowed to replace a qualified player in a final, but only if the following 
conditions are met: 
o Approval is sought and obtained from WA Squash at least 48 hours before the final 
is to be played. Such approval will be based on: 

· Circumstance leading to the need for the replacement was unavoidable and it is 
considered the team will not gain an unfair advantage by such replacement. It is 
not expected that replacement would return team to full strength. 
· No other nominated player qualified to play in the final is available to play. 
· The replacement is eligible to play for the particular club. 
· The opposition team is advised details of the replacement at least 48   hours 
before the final is to be played. This will allow the opportunity for the opposition 
team time to object if they feel they are being disadvantaged. 
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10. Finals 
 
10.1. Finals - General 

10.1.1  If a Grand Final is tied, the Pennant shall be shared. 
10.1.2  No alterations in date, time or venue of a finals match will be permitted unless 

directed by WA Squash. 
10.1.3  State Grades must play out Finals in full. 
10.1.4.  Finals in non State Grade shall be played out in full unless otherwise mutually agreed 

by the captains of both Teams. 
 
10.2. Finals - Ladder Position 

10.2.1  Teams in each League shall be ranked on a ladder throughout the Season, based on 
the Pennant Points accumulated during the Fixtures. 

10.2.2.  If two or more four-Player Teams are equal on Pennant Points, their ladder positions 
shall be decided by counting the scores accumulated for matches, then games, then 
points. 

10.2.3.  If two or more three-Player Teams are equal on Pennant Points, their ladder positions 
shall be decided by counting the scores accumulated for games, then matches, then 
points. 

 
10.3. Finals - Which Teams Play 

10.3.1  In a 4 Team Division the teams finishing first and second will go straight into a Grand 
Final.  
In a 6 Team Division the team finishing first in a Division will go straight into a Grand 
Final. Teams finishing second and third will play in a Preliminary Final for the right to 
meet the team finishing first in the Grand Final. 
In Divisions with more than six teams, the finals format will be determined by WA 
Squash based on what is considered appropriate for the number of teams. 

10.3.2  If two or more Teams in a League are on equal Pennant points at the completion of 
all Fixtures and cannot be split by counting Matches, games and points, the ladder 
positions shall be decided by a play-off, at a venue and time decided by WA Squash 
in the week prior to the scheduled Qualifying Final. 

10.3.3.  If a Final (other than the Grand Final) is tied, the Team that finished higher at the 
conclusion of the League Fixtures shall be the winner. 

10.3.4.  If a team qualified to compete in the finals series withdraws prior to the 
commencement of the finals, WA Squash may promote the Team that finished next 
highest in that Division into the Finals. . 

 
10.4 Finals – Venues 

10.4.1  Finals venues for State Grades will be determined by the Office.  
10.4.2 Finals venues for non State Grades will be allocated to the higher finishing team on 

the ladder at conclusion of the League Fixtures. 
10.4.3 In the event that Centre of the higher finishing team is unable to host a final for any 

reason, the final will be assigned to the home centre of the opposing team. 
 

11. Results and Result cards 
 
11.1. Results and Result cards - General 

11.1.1.  The Home team is responsible for the results being entered on SportyHQ. If within 48 
hours of completion of a fixture, results have not been loaded, away team may win as 
by forfeit. 

11.1.2.  Any objection to the results that have been entered on SportyHQ must be lodged with 
The Office within 7days of the Match. Any objection lodged after this time will not be 
considered and the results as on SportyHQ will stand, except as provided for in 
11.1.3. 

11.1.3.  In the Rounds, objections to the eligibility of players (e.g. when teams breach 8.1 – 
reserving eligibility), will be accepted at any time up to the beginning of the finals.  

11.1.4.  Result cards must be retained by the home Club until 21 days after the Grand Final. 



In the case of an objection to the SportyHQ result being lodged, information from the 
card must be provided to the Office as required. 

11.1.5.  Result cards must be completed in full (Competition, Division, week, date, venue, 
Club Players name, indicate Reserves, games and points). 

11.1.6.  A Club failing to retain a result card as specified in 11.1.4, may be liable to a fine 
under by-law 20.2. 

11.1.7.  If a card is found to have gone missing, both Team captains shall consult and 
resubmit a new card with the correct result. 

 
 

 
11.2. Results and Result cards - State Grade 
The winning Teams in State League Fixtures and Finals must notify the Office by fax, e-mail, verbally, 
or by personal delivery, the results of their Fixtures by 11.00 am the day following, for distribution to 
the media. In the case of a draw, both Teams must notify the Office. Any Team failing to lodge results 
as required will incur a fine in terms of By-Law 19.2.11. 

12. Referees and Markers 
 
12.1. Referees and Markers - General 

12.1.1  The Office may nominate the marker and/or the referee for any Match. 
12.1.2  The referee shall penalise any Player whose on-court behaviour in considered to be 

intimidating, or could in any other way bring the game into disrepute. The following 
penalties shall apply, depending on the nature of the behaviour: 

· Warning by referee. 
· Stroke awarded to opponent. 
· Game awarded to opponent. 
· Match awarded to opponent. 

12.1.3  Players are not permitted to request a change of marker or referee during a Match 
(WSF Rule 15.5). In case of dispute, the Match shall be played and a protest lodged 
by both Teams with the Office within 48 hours for consideration by the Office. 

 
12.2. Referees and Markers-Fixtures 

In all Pennant Fixtures, a member of one Team shall act as marker, and a member of 
the opposing Team as referee in each Match. This arrangement shall alternate for 
each subsequent Match. Both the marker and referee are required to record the 
score. 

 
12.3. Referees and Markers-Finals 

12.3.1  The Office reserves the right to appoint neutral referees and/or markers for any Final, 
and all Players registered in any League shall be available to be referees and/or 
markers as directed by the Office. 

12.3.2  A Team who fails to referee or mark at a Final as directed by the Office, or as 
required under these By-Laws shall render their Club liable to a fine for each 
infringement. 

12.3.3  Teams that finish third in four team draw Divisions at the completion of the Fixtures 
shall each provide at least two Players to be referee and marker for the Grand Final 
in their respective Division.  
Team that finishes fourth in six team draw Divisions at the completion of the Fixtures 
shall each provide at least two Players to be referee and marker for the Preliminary 
Final in their particular Division. 

12.3.4  Teams that finish immediately below teams making the finals in greater than six team 
draw Divisions shall each provide at least two Players to be referee and marker for 
the Preliminary Final in their particular Division. 

12.3.5 Teams that are defeated in Finals (other than Grand Finals) shall each provide at 
least two Players to be referee and marker for the following final in their particular 
Division. 

 


